
Online stores help villagers
sell potatoes
By Liu Zheng

Zhao Peng is a 36-year-old e-
commerce entrepreneur from Wufeng
Tujia Autonomous County, Hubei.
Over the past few days, he has been
busy purchasing small potatoes in the
countryside outside of Yichang. Due
to the great effort of Zhao and his
team, the Wufeng small potato,
which used to be a headache for
farmers, has become a hot seller.

In 2016, Zhao built a
comprehensive service platform for
rural e-commerce, "Wufeng Blue."

At the end of 2017, Zhao
learned that there were more than
150,000 kilograms of local potatoes
not yet sold in Wufeng's Niuzhuang
Township. He then took his team to
investigate and found that these
potatoes have the advantage of high
starch content, soft taste, long-term
storage, transportation resistance and
high quality. They were left out of
the market because of their small and
yellow appearance and low yield.

The team immediately decided to
sell Niuzhuang potatoes online, and
in less than a month, they received
orders exceeding 10,000. The potato
is gradually becoming a feature of
Wufeng.

Penguin babies welcome
visitors at Wuhan Zoo
By He Fangcheng & Guo Keying

Six baby penguins were born at
the Wuhan Zoo on Sept. 19. Four
of them were kept in an incubator
while two were hatched by their
mothers. The public can now visit
them at the Penguin Pavilion.

According to Gao Yanhong,
chief engineer of the Wuhan Zoo,
the penguins at the zoo started to
lay eggs this March. After about 42
days, 6 Humboldt penguins were
born between April and May.
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On Sept. 21, the female
finless porpoise F9C living at
the Institute of Hydrobiology,
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
turned 100 days old. She is
the fourth Yangtze finless
porpoise, as well as the first
of a second generation of
Yangtze finless porpoises bred
and raised by human beings.

F9C, born on June 11,

is a healthy and active girl. Her
mother F9, now 11 years old,
was brought from the Poyang
Lake to the Institute of
Hydrobiology in 2011. Her
father Taotao, 14 years old,
was born at the Institute of
Hydrobiology, and has been
living there ever since. The
birth of F9C proves that
Yangtze finless porpoises bred

and raised by human beings
are capable of breeding.

On Sept. 21, a
ceremony was held to
celebrate F9C's first 100
days of existence. Students
and teachers from
Changchunjie Primary
School showed the cards
they made to wish F9C a
healthy life.

Finless porpoise bred
and raised by humans

becomes father
By Gao Baoyan

Taotao, the
world's first
finless porpoise
bred and raised
by human
beings, is now a
father. His
daughter was
named F9C
which means the
child of F9, a
female finless
porpoise.
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Humboldt penguin
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Rehearsal of "Jinkou Straw Dragon"
Photo by Yu Qing

Zhu Hansheng, a 78-year-
old artist from Jinkou Sub-
district in Jiangxia District, was
directing neighbors in the
rehearse of the program "Jinkou
Straw Dragon."

Zhu is a native of Jinkou.
At the age of 16, he studied
opera from Hu Baoshan, a
famous master of Han Opera in
Jinkou. Over the years, he
couldn't help thinking about the
traditional art and skills in Jinkou.

After retirement, Zhu set up
an art team in Jinkou to
perform local cultural programs.
After that, Zhu started to
explore and arrange cultural

programs. He wanted to bring
the old skills that have almost
been forgotten back to life, one
by one. In 2007, Zhu began to
study the lost "straw dragon."

Based on the vague
memory, Zhu tried to make the
dragon with straws in his own
small courtyard. After repeated
attempts, he finally recreated the
straw dragon that he had
remembered. Then, he selected
and modified background music
"Ecstatic Dancing of the Golden
Snake" for the performance to
echo the dancing of the straw
dragon like a golden snake and
show the joy of harvest.

Jiangxia veteran reproduces
'Jinkou Straw Dragon'


